
Evan Smith (12) plays online video games with his friend Alex White
(12) while communicating through FaceTime at Ouston, as the
spread of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) continues, Ouston,
Britain.—Reuters A boy playing video games during the quarantine. 
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From quarreling couples to toilet paper hoarding, life
under coronavirus lockdown across much of the
United States has provided comedy material for

those seeking light-hearted relief in these difficult times.
More than 50 percent of Americans are under some form
of lockdown, while regular TV comedy staples such as
Saturday Night Live are on hiatus, prompting many to turn
to internet memes for amusement.

Short-form video platform TikTok has 1.3 million videos
dedicated to a new coronavirus song — including dance
routines with synchronized coughs. #Boredathome clips
of people twerking, planking and dressing up in giant
Pikachu outfits to break the monotony have been viewed
2.1 billion times. Another TikTok video of a hamster
perched on its hind legs appearing to “wash” its hands in-
side a tiny doll’s house has been viewed more than
800,000 times. “It is truly sad that a hamster just gen-
uinely offered more useful public health advice in one 12-
second TikTok than the president has in multiple
addresses to the nation,” quipped comedian John Oliver,
broadcasting his “Last Week Tonight” show from an
empty studio.

Like Oliver, several late-night comedy hosts have taken
to broadcasting online from sealed-off settings, including
their own homes. Stephen Colbert appeared live from his
own bathtub, counseling viewers to “look on the bright
side — you’re finally going to get a chance to binge watch
all that toilet paper you bought.” “Based on my current
level of inactivity and stress baking, I definitely will not be
flattening my curves,” added the host of CBS’s “The Late
Show.” Trevor Noah renamed his Comedy Central pro-
gram as “The Daily Social Distancing Show,” advising
viewers anxious about President Donald Trump’s handling
of the crisis to “binge-watch the first eight years” of the
Obama presidency instead.

‘Stuck here with you’ 
Less established comedians, many of whom depend on

live stand-up shows for a living, have reached new audi-
ences online — with many jokes again revolving around
the pandemic. Comedians Taylor Tomlinson and Sam Mor-
ril began dating in real life just before the crisis, and their
series of short, scripted videos about being confined to-
gether has had tens of thousands of views. “Don’t enter a
brand new, long-distance relationship right before a pan-
demic,” wrote Tomlinson on Instagram alongside the first
video of “New Couple Gets Quarantined.” “I cannot be-
lieve I’m stuck here with you — I’d rather be Tom Hanks
in Castaway,” she shouts at Morril during a row in one
episode. “I’d rather be Tom Hanks now, with coronavirus!”
he replies.

Gus Johnson’s video entitled “People who are going to
parties right now” racked up over 1.65 million YouTube
views, lampooning the selfishness of young people who
mistakenly believe they are immune to the virus. Online
comedy sketch group Smosh published an episode enti-
tled “Every Quarantine Ever,” featuring a heavy-set man’s
desperate struggle to get off the couch and do a single
pushup, and a woman making small talk to a stranger on
the phone, including “So how much toilet paper do you
have?”—AFP

When two Spanish footballers took to the controls of
“FIFA 20” after the coronavirus pandemic saw their La
Liga match cancelled, a stadium-sized virtual audience

watched online. The huge digital crowd last week is part of a
spectacular boom for the digital gaming industry, as record num-
bers flock to online servers for distraction, entertainment and
friendship with the “real world” seemingly falling apart. Real Betis
striker Borja Iglesias kicked the winning goal using his own digital
likeness in the 6-5 battle against Sevilla, which was broadcast on
popular video game streaming platform Twitch.

It took place at the same time the original derby had been
scheduled, before Spain’s premier tournament was postponed as
part of containment measures that have also seen the country’s
46 million people largely confined to their homes. “We do all of
this to entertain all of you, so that you can be at home enjoying it,
insofar as it is possible with this epidemic,” the host of the broad-
cast told his audience of 60,000. 

Nearly every country around the globe has reported cases of
COVID-19 infection, with frantic efforts to contain the disease
prompting the near total shutdown of some of the world’s biggest
cities. Online gaming has proved a welcome diversion for many
people chafing at movement restrictions, the cancellation of
countless public events and a relentless onslaught of news about
the pandemic. “It made me feel less depressed about being in a
small space for a long time,” said Yang An, who was made to quar-
antine for two weeks in China after returning to Shanghai from
her hometown last month. She told AFP that she passed the time

by playing for up to eight hours a day on her Nintendo Switch
handheld console.

Surging demand 
Internet providers have scrambled to shore up their networks

in the face of surging demand. Gaming traffic on Verizon’s network
shot up an “unprecedented” 75 percent in the space of a week,
the US telco said recently. Software companies have also rushed
to accommodate a record number of users. Rockstar Games, pub-
lisher of the Wild West-themed adventure title “Red Dead Re-
demption”, promised players it would keep its online servers
running smoothly after it told its global workforce to work from
home. The company also teased a roll-out of extra in-game ac-
tivities to keep housebound player glued to their controllers.

Online gaming communities could “go some of the way to cre-
ate the public space that’s been lost” in the wake of the pandemic,
said Christian McCrea, a media studies lecturer specializing in
games at Australia’s RMIT University. He pointed to Pokemon Go
— a smartphone game that became a worldwide phenomenon in
2016 when it lured millions of people onto the streets for a virtual
monster hunt — which was this month tweaked by its developer
to make it easier for users to play at home.

‘Big impact’ 
McCrea said gaming habits were likely to see a massive trans-

formation in the months ahead, with the prospect of further eco-
nomic ructions and long stretches of social isolation looming on
the horizon. “Overall the big impact will be younger kids at home
for months on end with parents out of work,” he told AFP. “Games
will be at the centre of a lot of their spare time.” Video games have
long been blamed for a causing a suite of health issues, from
repetitive strain injuries to eyesight problems.

The World Health Organization classified gaming addiction
as an illness in 2018, the same year China launched a crackdown
on the industry on concerns that youngsters were spending too
much time online. But veteran gamers now ironically appear
among those best-placed to navigate the pandemic and its im-
pact on everyday life. Twitch streamer “Loeya” told her million-
plus fans in a broadcast last week that travel restrictions and
school closures in her native Sweden and elsewhere were un-
likely to alter her own mostly indoors, game-heavy schedule.
“Technically I self-quarantined myself, like, three years ago,” the
22-year-old joked. —AFP

Online gaming has proved a welcome diversion for many people
chafing at movement restrictions. 


